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Wool is a significant product of sheep and lamb production often regarded as a byproduct rather than a marketable 
commodity due to a long history of low wool prices. As a result an attitude persists that improving wool quality is not 
worthwhile, thus creating a negative feedback loop of low prices for low quality wool.  California is the largest producer of 
wool in the United States (2015-16 USDA) and enjoys an incredible diversity of climatic regions capable of producing a 
variety of wool qualities, including high quality fine wool.  Despite this distinct advantage, California wool producers received 
prices about 10% below the average price of all the western states in 2015 and 2016,  Specific investments and changes in 
management practices can improve wool quality.  Reliable information sheep producers can use when evaluating 
management, nutrition, genetic and economic decisions that affect wool quality is not readily available.  

1) Enroll 50-60 sheep producers, representing sheep production regions across the state, willing to complete a survey and 
allow the project team to sample wool and blood from 5-10 ewes per operation.  2) Wool samples (n=400) will be analyzed 
for fiber diameter with two in-house micron meters with sub-samples sent to the Montana State U. Wool Lab for quality 
control.  Blood samples (n=400) will be analyzed for mineral concentrations at UC Davis.  3) A mixed effects statistical model 
will analyze wool quality (random effects) and blood mineral concentrations, climatic conditions, soil type, nutritional 
resources, genetic profile and management practices (all fixed effects) to determine factors that affect wool quality.  4) 
Identify regional variations in wool quality that will help producers determine suitable breed and wool quality targets based 
on regional environmental conditions and extend project results to via websites, documents and workshops.

We expect this project to produce a comprehensive baseline dataset that will: 
1. Identify genetic, management, nutritional and geographic factors most responsible for impacting wool quality across 
California. 
2. Identify regions within California with conditions most suitable for specific types or qualities of wool. 
3. Extend project results and information to at least 200 CA sheep producers. 
4. Increase the value of and income received from wool produced in California. 
5. Provide data for continued industry research for improving wool quality, such as an economic analysis of management 
factors that affect wool quality.



  Amount requested from NSIIC                                                   

  Applicant Matching Funds                                                        

  Local/State/Federal Funds previously awarded for project  

      TOTAL                                         

Type of Expenditure 

Personnel – list each    Relationship to Project     Number of Hours     Rate of Compensation     Total 

Project Coordinator Hired w/grant funds 640 $ 18.50 $ 11,840 

          

          

          

Supplies                               Purpose                                Cost 

Tubes, needles, gloves Blood collections     $ 650 

Shipping supplies Shipping samples     $ 200 

Postage Shipping samples     $ 500 

Travel                             Per Diem                               Number of Days            Number of Personnel 

$ 420, miles + hotel 100 2 1, Sac to Bakersfield $ 520 

330 miles x $0.55/mile 50 1 1, Sac to Redding $ 230 

300 miles x $0.55/mile 50 1 1, Sac to Ukiah $ 220 

Other Related Expense 

Wool testing @ 
Montana State U. 

120 sub-samples @    
$ 5.00 / sample 

    $ 600 

Blood micronutrient 
analyses 

400 samples @ $ 36/ 
sample 

  $ 14,400 

Wool testing in CA 400 samples @ $3/ 
sample 

  $ 1,200 

Copies 2000 @ $0.10 / copy   $ 200 

 

Overhead 

Internet & Telephone $150.00 / month 4 months At CWGA office $ 600 

Office Space $300 / month 4 months At CWGA office $ 1,200 

$ 29,360 

$ 3,000 

0 

$ 32,360 



Provide a qualitative summary, or justification for budget expenditures: (200 words or less)

Technical Objectives
Responsiveness to NSIIC Stated Priorities (from web site)

Prior USDA or other Federal Support

Identification and significance of the issue being addressed

What are the goals to be achieved with this grant funding?

A project coordinator will be hired for a total of 640 hours to coordinate sample shipping, sample collection, coordination of project 
participants, data entry and data management. The California Wool Growers’ Association (CWGA) will be the hiring entity for the project 
coordinator.  All wool samples will be tested in-state (California) with 30% of the samples sent to the Montana State University Wool Lab 
for verification and quality control.  All blood samples will be sent to the California Animal Health & Food Safety Laboratory at UC Davis 
for micro-nutrient analyses.  Travel is budgeted to cover trips by CWGA staff to hold meetings with project collaborators and 
participants in three distant regions of California:  Bakersfield, Redding and Ukiah.  A hotel stay is budgeted for only the trip to 
Bakersfield which is a 10-hour round-trip drive from the CWGA office.  Shipping costs will cover the shipments of wool samples to CWGA 
and to laboratories and overnight shipping of blood samples to UC Davis.  Matching funds consist of $1,500 cash from UC Cooperative 
Extension in addition to in-kind contributions of in-state wool analyses, some mileage and some copying expenses.  Not included in the 
budget, as an in-kind match, is the estimated $ 33,900 value of time (salary + benefits) the project team members will collectively 
dedicate to fulfilling the project's objectives.

This project will enhance the California wool production by providing producers with quantitative information to help determine wool 
quality targets based on regional attributes and which management practices will best achieve those targets.  This addresses the long-
term problem of low wool prices received by California producers that results from a persistent attitude that practices to enhance wool 
quality are not worthwhile.  
Wool is the lesser product in the sheep industry, but can be an important source of revenue for sheep producers that dedicate time and 
resources to produce quality wool for specific markets.  By enabling more sheep producers to make informed choices on enhancing 
wool production and quality, individual operations can be more viable, thus making sheep enterprises more attractive to aspiring 
producers.  
This project is predicated on consolidating information from individual sheep producers across California in order to develop a decision-
making tool for all sheep producers to access.  The project team will communicate with wool buyers and producers to encourage 
regional enclaves of wool production that specialize in specific wool qualities for targeted markets.

None

California wool producers received prices about 10% below the average price of all the western states in 2015 and 2016. Given overall 
California wool sales of 2,700,000 pounds in 2016, if wool quality in CA can be increased to receive the average of prices received in 
Colorado, Montana, Nevada, Utah, Washington and Wyoming in 2016, California wool producers could earn an extra $ 1.1 million on the 
same amount of wool produced.

The overall goal of the project is to increase the economic viability of sheep production in California through enhanced returns on wool 
sales. 
 

The grant funding will be used to build a unique and comprehensive baseline dataset on factors impacting wool quality.  The dataset 
will be used to develop information tools for producers to make investment and management decisions that will enhance wool quality 
and target specific wool markets.  Our industry education and outreach efforts will facilitate producer-buyer linkages needed to 
enhance wool marketing opportunities. 

We anticipate that the dataset enable continued industry research on improving wool quality and will identify industry needs for further 
research and education on wool production, sheep management, sheep nutrition, genetic selection and marketing.



Work Plan - Task, Methodology, Individual responsible, and location where work will be done.

Related Research or other efforts in this area of which you are aware, including an analysis of the competitive landscape if the award is for 
a commercial application. 

Potential Post application in this area of development of research or commercial endeavor.  

Background and rationale  (citation of publications if any)

Relationship to industry, including technical, economic and social benefit.

Cost benefit analysis

Policy or decisions affected by results

Jan-Mar 2018:  Organize project team and train team members how to collect wool and blood samples (Erica Sanko, Morgan Doran, Bret 
McNabb).  Hire a project coordinator for a March start date (Erica Sanko and Morgan Doran).  Enroll sheep producers (team). 
Apr-Jun 2018:  Develop 1-page producer survey (Morgan Doran).  Collect wool and blood samples from sheep (team) and send samples 
for laboratory analyses (project coordinator).  Develop database for capturing and analyzing data (project coordinator). 
Jul-Dec 2018:  Enter survey and lab analysis data into database (project coordinator).  Analyze data and develop initial results (M. Doran). 
Jan-Aug 2019:  Develop written materials on results, including peer-reviewed publications, and extend findings to producers (E. Sanko).

A literature review of journal articles from 1980 to 2017 showed no multi-variate analyses of the effects of management, nutrition, blood 
mineral status, environment and genetics on wool quality.  Most studies that address wool quality assess the impact of one or two 
factors on wool quality, with several  recent studies (2016-2017) from Australia designed to identify genetic markers associated with 
specific wool quality attributes.   Our project's intent on developing a comprehensive database to assess wool quality parameters across 
a broad and heterogeneous geographic area is unique.

The comprehensive dataset will provide many opportunities for additional research that will benefit the sheep industry in CA and other 
states.  Specific research opportunities that we expect to arise from this project and dataset include: 
1) Improving wool quality through various genetic and environmental attributes.  2) Optimizing wool and carcass qualities in various 
regions of California.  3) Market research on the benefits of wool quality for certain types of wool products (i.e. clothing, household).  4) 
Determine if the wool market provides sufficient incentives through price signaling to encourage better wool quality and wool 
preparation.  5) Identify areas in CA with chronic deficiencies in specific micro-nutrients.

According to the American Sheep Industry (ASI) U.S. Sheep Industry Research, Development and Education Priorities (June 2016): 
1) Among growers selling wool, 56 percent reported that higher wool prices would help improve the quality of their wool clip-
presumably through increased investment in wool quality attributes.  2) Wool grower education was identified as an important step 
toward growth, but there were also areas for improvement in wool research and development.  3) The National Research Council 
concluded that price premiums from improved wool clip preparation provide a marketing opportunity for wool growers. 

This project takes advantage of a well-established network of University of California academics located at UC Davis and in Cooperative 
Extension offices across the state, and the California Wool Growers’ Association’s network of highly motivated sheep producers and 
professionals.  The project also leverages two new wool grading micron meters (Fibrelux, Johannesburg, South Africa) currently in use 
by project team members.  The CWGA's Production, Education and Research Committee and Board of Directors has identified this 
project as a high priority for the CA sheep industry because of the identified advantages, the project's feasibility and the potential 
positive impact on the industry.

The total project cost of $ 32,360 is a very small investment relative to the potential increased return of $ 1.1 million per year to CA 
sheep producers that can sell higher value wool at higher prices.  This assessment is based on the average 2016 price received by CA 
sheep producers of $ 1.50 / pound while the average price per pound for the top six western states was $ 1.90 / pound, a 26% increase.  

Increasing returns to sheep producers can only improve the industry vitality and viability and provide incentive for aspiring farmers and 
ranchers to expand the industry.  Information resulting from the project could also help direct and connect wool buyers seeking specific 
wool attributes with individual or wool producers or regional enclaves of wool producers.  Such wool buyer -  producer relationships can 
refine specialized wool production and markets and further enhance wool prices.



Bio Sketch of each principal person

The Board will score applications according to the criteria below, which are equally weighted in our review.  
Please comment on each aspect. (Refer to NSIIC's the Strategic Plan for more info) 

 FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY  (i.e., Is the budget proportionate to the endeavor, and will the outcome have a 
financial benefit to the industry in the near term or will additional funding be required?)  

Erica Sanko, Executive Director, California Wool Growers Association, Sacramento, CA.  Erica has more than 10 years’ experience serving 
as an agricultural economist and market analyst in the sheep industry. In addition, as Executive Director of CWGA, Erica has experience 
in meeting planning and working with producer organizations.  
 
Morgan Doran, Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor, Director of UCCE Capitol Corridor, UC Cooperative Extension, Woodland, CA.  
Morgan received his M.S. at UC Davis in International Agricultural Development with a specialization in ruminant ecology.  Since 2001, 
Morgan has been a Livestock and Natural Resources Advisor with UC Cooperative Extension covering Napa, Solano, Yolo and 
Sacramento Counties.  He serves on the CWGA Board of Directors and co-chairs the Production, Education and Research Committee. 
 
Allen Pettey, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Department of Animal Science, UC Davis, CA.  Dr. Pettey has guided over 40 teaching and 
research projects in animal science involving undergraduate students since 2005.  His current teaching and research focus is in livestock 
management and evaluation, and applied animal nutrition. He completed his Ph.D. in animal science at the University of Kentucky with 
a focus on mineral nutrition of livestock. He has raised sheep for 35 years and has completed multiple research studies with sheep 
looking at trace mineral supplementation and its interaction with physiological stress. 
 
Bret McNabb, DVM, MPVM, DACT, DABVP, Asst. Professor of Clinical Livestock Reproduction, School of Veterinary Medicine, UC Davis 
Dr. Bret McNabb graduated from the UC Davis School of Veterinary Medicine in 2007, where he focused on large animal medicine.  Dr. 
McNabb became a board-certified Diplomate of the American College of Theriogenologists in 2012, and a board-certified Diplomate of 
the American Board of Veterinary Practitioners (Food Animal Practice) in 2016. Dr. McNabb is an Assistant Professor of Clinical Livestock 
Reproduction, and currently serves as the chief of the Livestock Herd Health and Reproduction Service. 
 
John Harper, Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, Ukiah, CA.  John completed his B.S. degree at the 
University of Arizona in animal science and agricultural economics with emphasis in business management. His M.S. studies at UC Davis 
were in range management and his thesis research was on grazing behavior.  Since 1993 John has been a Livestock & Natural Resources 
Advisor with UC Cooperative Extension covering Mendocino and Lake Counties.  Through his work, John has a strong record of 
supporting the sheep industry, including his sheep shearing school that he has held for 24 years. 
 
Dan Macon, Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, Auburn, CA.  Dan has long been involved in the livestock 
industry as a sheep producer, Executive Director for the California Cattlemen's Assoc., and he currently is the CWGA Vice President.  Dan 
earned his MAgr at Colorado State U. and recently joined UC Cooperative Extension covering Placer, Nevada, Sutter and Yuba Counties.   
 
Julie Finzel, Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, Bakersfield, CA.  Julie earned her M.S. in Rangeland 
Ecology and Management at the University of Idaho, Moscow and her B.S. in Animal Science from California Polytechnic State University, 
San Luis Obispo.  Since 2012 Julie has been the Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor with UC Cooperative Extension covering Kern, 
Kings and Tulare Counties.  
 
Laura Snell, Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, Alturas, CA.  Laura earned her B.S. in Water Science and 
M.S. in Agronomy at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln.  Since 2015 Laura has been the Livestock & Natural Resources Advisor with UC 
Cooperative Extension in Modoc County.   

The proposed budget is modest for the scale of the work that will be accomplished.  One reason CWGA chose to pursue this project is 
because it is viewed as very feasible given the dedication of time and resources from academics, sheep producers and professionals 
from across the state to complete the project.  The project addresses a long-term issue in the California sheep industry that has 
suppressed interest among sheep producers in giving attention to and investing in wool quality improvements.  The project's goal to 
increase the economic viability of sheep production in CA, and the potential, as previously stated, of capturing all or some of the $ 1.1 
million of lost revenue will be a gradual process, which is why now is an opportune time to address this issue while positive energy in 
the state and the nation is building and encouraging industry expansion.  The timeline for completing the project is feasible if 
notification of the grant award is provided before January 2018.  This will give adequate time to prepare the team for sample collections 
throughout the spring of 2018. 



BUSINESS SOUNDNESS (i.e., Is there a clear project plan for development and realistic expectation of 
outcomes?) 

MANAGEMENT ABILITY (i.e., Are project participants qualified and experienced) 

POTENTIAL INDUSTRY IMPACT (i.e., How can the industry be expected to benefit in both qualitative and 
quantitative measures?) 

INDUSTRY SUPPORT (i.e., What data or other information is available to substantiate industry's need or desire 
for this project?) 

While this project is not proposing a new consumer product, the identified objectives are very obtainable with the requested funds.  
NSIIC funding will pay for direct expenses that would be difficult to cover otherwise while the project team will contribute a significant 
amount of high value and highly skilled time.  

Erica Sanko will be the overall lead for the project and will work closely with Morgan Doran in project management.   As the project 
leader, Erica will employ the knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques necessary to satisfy the project goals and requirements. Erica will 
initiate, plan, execute, and manage the logistics and outreach efforts for the project. She will be responsible for all reporting functions 
including project reporting and financial management and documentation.   Morgan will work closely with Erica in overseeing and 
orchestrating project activities to ensure project objectives are met and remain focused on achieving the identified goals.  Morgan will 
work with the project coordinator in organizing tasks, collaborator participation and data collection.  Erica and Morgan have a successful 
records of people and project management and have excellent working relationships with each other, with project team members and 
with sheep producers.

The impact of this project in California can be quite significant by increasing revenue from higher quality wool and generally beginning 
a shift in sheep producers attitudes on wool quality.  While California was the leading wool producing state in 2016, prices received were 
10% lower than the average price received in all western states, and 20% lower than the average price received in the six western states 
that received the highest prices (Colorado, Montana, Nevada, Utah, Washington and Wyoming).  This discrepancy equates to a high 
potential for improving wool quality and consequently wool prices in the top wool producing state.  The methodology we are using is 
unique and will generate a comprehensive dataset that will have multiple uses beyond this project that can benefit the sheep industry 
for many years.  We expect that our methodology will be replicated in other states or regions of the country that share similar wool 
quality and market circumstances as in California.

As previously stated, the ASI 2016 report, U.S. Sheep Industry Research, Development and Education Priorities, indicates that 1) Among 
growers selling wool, 56 percent reported that higher wool prices would help improve the quality of their wool clip-presumably 
through increased investment in wool quality attributes; 2) Wool grower education was identified as an important step toward growth, 
but there were also areas for improvement in wool research and development; and 3) The National Research Council concluded that 
price premiums from improved wool clip preparation provide a marketing opportunity for wool growers.   

ASI has clearly identified the need for the type of research we are proposing to improve wool quality and wool prices.  The CWGA Board 
of Directors, which is comprised almost entirely of sheep producers and is the voice of California's sheep industry, is fully supporting this 
project because of its high potential for a positive impact and its feasibility to implement.



CERTIFICATION 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, all data in this application is true and correct.  The document has 
been duly authorized by the governing body of the Applicant and the Applicant will comply with all Grant 
requirement if the assistance is awarded. 

Signature S S                                                                                           Date 

Name of authorized representative: 

Title  

 

Email  

Phone   

 

Return this application to: stevelee@nsiic.org  
If you prefer to send hard copies:  
Steve Lee, 
Executive Director and Program Manager  
National Sheep Industry Improvement Center  
Box 646  
Rockland, Maine 04841  
207-236-6567 
  
For FedEx or Other Delivery Services:  
32 Gleason St  
Thomaston, ME 04861  
Download form to your computer, complete it and save it to your computer prior to submitting to the 
Sheep Center. 
  

Additional Information for Applicants:  
 

Matching funds:  
In order to leverage funds available, NSIIC will assign 10 points to any application in which a match of 
cash or in-kind labor is contributed. In-kind matches may only account for 50% of the total match. 
Additionally, salaries or other expenditures that will be made by the applicant or the applicant's employer, 
irrespective of a potential grant award, cannot be used as a match.  
A subtraction of 10 points will be made from the total score of any application that includes an overhead 
budget of more than 7.5% of the total grant request. Request for capital expenditures are discouraged, 
and may not exceed 20% of the total budget in any event. Please justify any requested funding for 
equipment or other capital expenditures.  
 

Erica Sanko 9/15/2017 

Executive Director 

erica@woolgrowers.org 

916-444-8122 



Notification to Applicants: 

Applicants will be notified via e-mail that their application has been received within a day or two of 
receipt:   

After Review, all applicants will be sent a notice to the e-mail of the person listed as the contact person 
on the application.  That notice will be one of three possible responses:   
       1)Your application did not score high enough for funding consideration 
       2) Your application scored high enough for funding as submitted 
       3)  Your application scored high enough for funding but with modifications needed in the budget.  
You will be given the opportunity to make those modifications for funding or you may reject the 
modifications in which case the grant funding offer will be withdrawn. Instruction will be included in the 
notice. 

Please note that the Review Committee will not provide feedback to applicants however in some cases 
the Board may elect to encourage re submission with certain specific changes (i.e. those the Board feels 
were good causes but poor application preparation  or  those with a good idea but not sustainable as 
presented). In some instances the Board may want to provide a written statement, with the 
understanding that no further discussion is available.  

Please note that proposals submitted more than twice will not be evaluated. 

The NSIIC Board request that applicants refrain from communicating with Board Members specifically 
about the project (i.e. Lobbying your project). 

Under no circumstances will applications arriving past the deadline for submission be considered. 

 




